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Effects of island geometry in postdeposition island growth
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The results of kinetic Monte Carlo simulations of a realistic model of postdeposition island growth that takes
into account the spatial extent of islands are presented. Simulations were carried out on one- and two-
dimensional substrates for different values of the critical island sizei and were compared with previous results
for a point-island model. The use of a realistic island geometry results in enhanced island aggregation and
coalescence. This leads to an increase in the average island sizeS as well as the exponentz describing the
dependence ofSon coverage. The shape of the island-size distribution fori 53 also changes dramatically due
to the existence of ‘‘magic’’ islands.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Numerous recent experimental and theoretical stud
have been aimed at a better understanding of the forma
and growth of thin films. In the early stages of growth, t
main processes that play a role are the deposition and d
sion of adatoms and the formation and growth of islands
nucleation, aggregation, and coalescence. Understan
how the island densityn and island-size distributionns ,
wherens is the density of islands of sizes, are influenced by
these atomic-scale competing processes is an essentia
step in describing thin-film growth.

One of the key parameters in submonolayer growth is
ratioD/F of the adatom hopping rateD to the deposition rate
F, which is typically much larger than 1. Accordingly,
great deal of recent experimental1–11 and theoretical12–22

work has focused on the dependence of these quantitie
the deposition flux as well as on the critical island sizi
corresponding to one less than the number of atoms in
smallest stable cluster. While in typical conditions of m
lecular beam epitaxy~MBE! D/F is quite large~i.e., D/F
5105– 1011), in some cases~i.e., at relatively low tempera
tures and large deposition fluxes! this ratio may be quite
small ~i.e.,D/F<1). In this case, because of the rapid dep
sition flux compared to the diffusion, island nucleation a
growth occur primarily after deposition has occurred rat
than during deposition. In this regime, which we refer to
postdeposition nucleation, the primary factors affecting
island density and distribution are the total coverage dep
ited and the critical island sizei.15 The study of this regime is
motivated by several thin-film growth experiments23–25 in
which the flux of adatoms was shut off and the surface eit
quenched from a high temperature, or allowed to relax be
a subsequent layer was deposited.

In this paper we report the results of kinetic Monte Ca
simulations of postdeposition nucleation. We note that,
cently, Li, Rojo, and Sander26 have carried out kinetic Monte
Carlo simulations of a point-island model of postdeposit
nucleation in order to study the effects of critical island s
and substrate dimension on the scaling of the island den
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and size distribution with coverage. In their model, the
lands are assumed to be points, i.e., they occupy only
lattice site, and cannot grow in extent. While such a mode
valid in the limit of very low coverage (u!1) for which the
average island size is much less than the typical separa
between islands, for larger coverages the finite size of
islands may play a crucial role due to both coalescence
the increased capture number of large islands. Accordin
we have carried out kinetic Monte Carlo simulations of po
deposition nucleation using a more realistic model cor
sponding to extended islands. To study the effects of s
strate dimension and temperature on the island gro
process, simulations were carried out for different values
the critical island sizei and on both one- and two
dimensional substrates. In order to study the scaling beh
ior, the dependence of the average island size on cove
and the scaling of the island-size distribution were inve
gated and compared with previous results for a point-isla
model.

The outline of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II w
discuss our model and contrast it with the point-isla
model. In Sec. III we present our results, which show t
effects of island geometry in postdeposition nucleation. W
discuss our results and present our conclusions in Sec.

II. MODEL AND SIMULATIONS

In our model, adatoms were first deposited randomly o
the substrate with coverageu. In order to study the surface
evolution during postdeposition nucleation, adatoms t
were not part of a stable cluster were then allowed to diffu
via nearest-neighbor hops until every atom was part o
stable cluster, as determined by the critical island sizei. In
particular, for the casei 51, corresponding to a stable dime
an atom with one nearest-neighbor bond was assumed t
immobile. Similarly, the casei 53, for which the smallest
stable island is a tetramer, was studied on a two-dimensio
square substrate by using the assumption that atoms with
or more nearest-neighbor bonds were immobile while ato
with fewer bonds were assumed to diffuse at the same r
13 129 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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We note that this definition of critical island size is mo
physical than that used in the point-island model~for which
any site containingi 11 or more particles corresponds to
stable island!, since it takes the bonding geometry into a
count.

In order to determine the scaling behavior at saturati
the island densityn, average island sizeS5u/n, and island-
size distributionns(u) @wherens(u) is the density of islands
of sizes at coverageu# were measured as functions of co
erage at the end of the nucleation process when only st
clusters remain. In our analysis of the island-size distribut
ns(u) we assumed the dynamic scaling form17,22

ns~u!5uS22f S s

SD , s>2, ~1!

where the scaling functionf (u) is assumed to be indepen
dent of coverage. The use of this scaling form is based on
assumption that there is only one relevant length scale or
corresponding to the average island size. For deposition
one-dimensional substrate lattices of sizeL5104 were used
while in two dimensions we used lattices of lateral sizeL
5128 and 256. Periodic boundary conditions were used
the results were averaged over at least 500 runs.

III. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows our results for the average island sizeSas
a function of coverage for the casei 51 on a one-
dimensional substrate, along with the corresponding po
island results. As expected, for the point-island model,
average island sizeS is independent of coverage i.e.,S;uz

with z50.26 However, for the more realistic extended-isla
model the average island size increases with increasing
erage, leading to a nonzero effective value ofz (zeff.0.07 for
0.1,u,0.2) while the effective exponent actually increas
with coverage. The increase inz with coverage is due to the
increased probability of coalescence with increasing cov
age for extended islands.

Figure 2 shows the corresponding scaled island-size
tributions over the same range of coverage. As can be s

FIG. 1. The variation of the average island size with coverag
the saturated lattice for both extended-island and point-island m
els in one dimension and withi 51.
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although there is a significant difference in the scaling
havior of the average island size between the point-isl
and extended-island models, the scaled island-size distr
tions are very similar.27 In particular, both island-size distri
butions decrease monotonically and are almost identical
s/S.1, which corresponds tos>3. We note that our use o
the scaling form~1! is more appropriate than the form
ns(u)5u122zg(s/uz) used in Ref. 26 because it does n
require the assumption of a constant value of the exponez.

We now consider the scaling of the island density and s
distribution for the case of deposition on a two-dimensio
substrate withi 51. Figure 3 shows a log-log plot of th
average island size as a function of coverage for this case
both point and extended islands. For the point-island case
rates of nucleation and aggregation are essentially the s
at all coverages. This leads to an average island sizeS that is
independent of coverage and to an exponentz.0. In con-
trast, for the extended-island model the average island

n
d-

FIG. 2. Scaled island size distributions for a coverage range
0.1<u<0.2 for the extended-island and point-island models in o
dimension, fori 51.

FIG. 3. Average island sizeS in the saturated lattice as a func
tion of coverage for the extended-island and point-island model
two dimensions and withi 51. The inset shows an approxima
scaling behavior foru<0.2.
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increases rapidly with increasing coverage. The increas
average island size with increasing coverage occurs du
coalescence just as in one dimension. We note that this
crease begins well before the percolation threshold, wh
we measure to beup.0.53, slightly lower than the random
site percolation thresholdpc50.59. The inset indicates tha
for 0.1,u,0.2 the increase of the island size with covera
may be described by an effective exponentzeff.0.3.

As for the case of deposition on a one-dimensional s
strate, the increase inz with coverage for extended islands
due mainly to the increased rate of coalescence with incr
ing coverage. This effect is more pronounced than in o
dimension, since as the surface covered by an island
creases the probability of coalescence events increases
rapidly. In two dimensions the increase in the island capt
number with island size also plays a role at low and int
mediate coverage since it tends to emphasize aggregatio
growth of existing islands over nucleation. Since these
fects become stronger with increasing coverage they
contribute to an effective value ofz that increases with cov
erage as shown in Fig. 3.

To quantify the effects of coalescence on island dens
in Fig. 4 we show how the various island densities chan
with coverage, in the saturated lattice. Foru,0.28 the total
island densityntot increases with increasing coverage, due
enhanced nucleation. However, at higher coverages is
coalescence leads to a steady decrease in the island de
The coalescence of islands occurs in two steps: during d
sition and after deposition. The first step determines the
tial postdeposition island density and size distribution, bef
the onset of particle diffusion. As particles are being dep
ited, they nucleate new islands, aggregate to existing one
bridge two or more islands. After deposition, hopping ad
toms will lead to the same three processes of nucleat
aggregation, and coalescence.

The total island densityntot in the saturated lattice is th
sum ofna ~the density of islands that after deposition gre
only by nucleation and aggregation! and nc ~the density of

FIG. 4. The dependence of various island densities on cover
the total island density in the saturated latticentot , the initial nuclei
densityn0 , the density of islands in the saturated lattice grown o
by nucleation and aggregationna , the density of islands in the
saturated lattice that underwent diffusion coalescencenc , and the
density of monomersnmon immediately after deposition.
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islands that underwent coalescence as a result of particle
fusion!. The densitync of islands that coalesced by diffusio
peaks at a coverageu.0.38, while the densityna of islands
that never coalesced after deposition follows closely the
havior of the total island density, differing only within th
coverage range for which the increase in diffusion coal
cence is more significant,u50.2– 0.5. Also shown in Fig. 4
are the densityn0 of nuclei formed immediately after depo
sition and the initial density of monomersnmon, as a function
of coverage. As can be seen,n0 is close tontot for all cov-
erage values. This indicates that the main effects of coa
cence occur during deposition rather than during diffusio

To illustrate this more clearly, we show in Fig. 5 a com-
parative plot of the average island sizeS0 immediately after
deposition, as well as the average island sizeS in the satu-
rated lattice. The density of monomers immediately af
deposition is also shown. As can be seen, the final ave
island size is close to the initial average island size for m
coverages and they almost coincide for high coverages.
main differences between them occur mostly for covera
below 0.38, where the density of monomers after deposi
is fairly large and they can contribute to a change inSmainly
by aggregating to the existing islands. Since for larger c
erages the average island size in the saturated lattice is
close to the average island size immediately following de
sition, most of the coalescence occurs while particles
being deposited, rather than later, by diffusion.

In Fig. 6 we show the fractions of the total number
islands that did or did not coalesce by diffusion, and h
these fractions change with coverage. The results show
after deposition most islands have never coalesced. H
ever, the fractionna /ntot of islands that have not coalesce
through diffusion decreases slightly with increasi
coverage—and, accordingly, the fractionnc /ntot of islands
that coalesced during diffusion increases slightly with
creasing coverage—until the coverage reaches the perc
tion thresholdu.0.53. Once percolation occurs, the fractio
of islands that never underwent postdeposition coalesce
goes up again, to form almost all of the islands.

e: FIG. 5. Average island sizeS0 and monomer densitynmon im-
mediately after deposition and the average island size in the s
rated latticeSas a function of coverage. The inset shows a detai
the S,S0 plot at low coverages.
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This behavior is explained in the same figure by plotti
the fraction of the total coverage contained in islands t
underwent diffusion coalescence as a function of covera
We see that the number of particles belonging
postdeposition-coalesced islands keeps increasing slo
with coverage until the percolation threshold is reached.
this point this number increases dramatically as the perco
ing cluster, grown by coalescence, contains a signific
amount of particles. Above this coverage, more and m
particles become part of this surface-spanning cluster, u
all islands have merged into one large island.

Thus, Fig. 6 shows that most of the deposited particles
accumulated in only a few large islands that have grown
coalescence. Therefore, at low coverage the differences
tween the point-island and extended-island models
caused by the initial distribution as well as by the diffusi
process. However, at higher coverage (u.0.4) most differ-
ences originate in the lattice configuration immediately f
lowing deposition.

We now consider the scaled island-size distribution
both point and extended islands, as shown in Fig. 7. As
be seen, foru,0.2 the scaled point- and extended-islan
size distributions are similar and closely resemble those
tained in one dimension. However, as the inset shows,
u.0.2 scaling breaks down for the extended-island mo
due to coalescence. Thus, the use of a realistic exten
island model strongly affects both the scaling behavior of
average island size and the island-size distribution for in
mediate and large coverages.

Figure 8 reemphasizes the dependence of the in
island-size distribution on the island geometry. As can
seen, the way in which the two models interpret the init
particle distribution on the lattice becomes of crucial imp
tance for the subsequent island growth. Since nearest ne
bors are treated as part of the same island in the exten
island model, but belong to different islands in the poi
island model, the initial lattice is viewed very differently i
the two models. Also, as shown, whether or not particles

FIG. 6. The variation with coverage of the fraction of the to
island densityna /ntot that grew through nucleation and aggregati
only, compared to the fraction of islandsnc /ntot that coalesced afte
deposition. Also shown is the variation with coverage of the fr
tion of the total coverage contained in islands that underwent
fusion coalescence.
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allowed to land on top of each other leads to further diff
ences in the initial lattice configuration.

In Fig. 9 we compare the kinetic Monte Carlo results f
point and extended islands to the island distributions
tained through mean-field calculations, by solving the r
equations28

dn1

dt
522sn1

22sn1n, ~2!

dns

dt
5sn1~ns212ns!. ~3!

In these equations,ns is the density of islands of sizes(s
>2), n1 is the monomer density,n is the total island density
and s is the capture number~or reaction rate!. A constant
capture number was used for the point-island case, while
the extended-island case we used a size-dependent ca

l

-
f-

FIG. 7. Scaled size distributions foru<0.2 for the extended-
island and point-island models in two dimensions, fori 51. The
inset shows the breakdown in scaling for extended islands, at
erages above 0.2.

FIG. 8. Island-size distributions calculated for the extend
island model and the point-island model immediately after dep
tion. Also shown~filled circles! are results for a modified point
island model that does not allow particles to land on top of ot
particles.
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numbers5As. Also, to evaluate the importance of the la
tice configuration immediately after deposition, we us
various initial conditions for both point- and extended-isla
models, at a coverage ofu50.2. We see that there are tw
clearly separated groups of results: the Monte Carlo isl
distribution for the point-island case is close to the resu
obtained by using a point-island initial distribution~we used
both an all-monomer initial distribution and a distributio
that considers some initial islands larger thans51, due to
deposition on top of other particles!, regardless of the cap
ture number used. Similarly, for the extended-island case
Monte Carlo results compare best to the mean-field res
obtained starting with the extended-island initial distributio
depending only weakly on the type of capture number us
as the inset shows.

These results reinforce the earlier findings that the m
reason for the difference between the point- and extend
island results ind52 with i 51 is the initial, postdeposition
island distribution. This suggests an intermediate solution
simulating island growth in this case, consisting of a c
rectly read initial lattice configuration, further allowed
evolve using the point-island approximation. This approa
will provide a realistic final lattice, both by Monte Carl
simulations and by mean-field calculations, while the deg
of difficulty of the computations involved is much less th
in a fully extended-island approach.

We now consider the dependence of the average is
size on deposition coverage for the casei 53 in d52 as
shown in Fig. 10. For point islands the average island s
decreases with increasing coverage (z.20.7).26 However,
for the more realistic extended-island model the island s
decreases much more weakly at low coverage and then
creases foru.0.15. For both models the decrease in isla
size at low coverage is due to the rapid increase in nuclea
with increasing coverage fori 53. However, for the
extended-island model the average island size increases

FIG. 9. Island-size distributions obtained from mean-field c
culations ~open symbols! along with the corresponding kineti
Monte Carlo results~filled symbols!, for the point- and extended
island models, ford52 andi 51, atu50.2. Squares correspond t
extended islands, circles correspond to point islands, triangles
respond to extended islands with an all-monomer initial distri
tion, and diamonds correspond to point islands with extended-is
initial distribution.
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coverage foru.0.15 due to enhancement of coalescen
and, to a lesser extent, to the increase in the capture num
with increasing island size.

Figure 11 shows the corresponding results for the isla
size distribution atu50.2 for the casei 53 in d52. For the
point-island model the distribution is smooth and has a cl
peak. However, for the extended-island model an island
not completely immobile until its constituent particles ea
have two or more nearest neighbors. As a result so
‘‘magic’’ island sizes are preferred over others, leading
oscillations in the island-size distribution, superimposed o
a generally decreasing trend.

The occurrence of the ‘‘magic’’ sizes can be understo
in terms of the probabilities that a given island size is stab
The larger the number of possible configurations that all
all constituent particles to have two or more nearest nei
bors for a given island size, the higher is the frequency
occurrence of islands of that size in the final lattice. Also,
larger the minimum number of particles needed to be ad

-

r-
-
d

FIG. 10. Average island sizeS in the saturated lattice as a func
tion of coverage for the extended-island and point-island model
two dimensions, fori 53.

FIG. 11. A comparison between the island size distribution
the extended-island and point-island models, at a coverage of 0.
two dimensions and fori 53.
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to a stable island of a given size to form a larger sta
island, the higher the chances for islands of that size to oc
in the final lattice. In contrast, islands that have a large nu
ber of unoccupied ‘‘edge’’ sites with two nearest neighbo
~i.e., kink sites! will occur with a lower probability. Finally,
islands of sizes that are multiples ofi 1154 are more prob-
able since they can be formed by coalescence of nuc
islands of sizei 1154. The final size distribution is the re
sult of the combined action of all these factors. We note t
a correct rate-equation description of this behavior wo
thus have to assign proper capture numbers to each is
according to its so called perimeter polynomials,29 which
depend on both the island size and perimeter, and for wh
there is no exact solution.

In order to scale the island-size distribution f
the extended-island model withi 53 in d52 the raw
size distributions were first binned, using a bin size of
as shown in Fig. 12 in order to remove the oscillatio
The resulting smoothed distributions were then sca
using Eq.~1! for different coverages as shown in Fig. 1
Also shown are the corresponding scaled distributions
point islands. As can be seen both distributions exh
excellent scaling. However, as already noted, while
point-island size distribution is sharply peaked,26 for
extended islands the smoothed island-size distribu
decreases monotonically. Thus, for the casei 53 in d52 the
island geometry leads to a strong difference in the t
distributions.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this paper we investigated the scaling of the submo
layer island density and island-size distribution for the c
of postdeposition nucleation using an extended-island mo
with realistic geometry. Our results show that except at
tremely low coverages the use of a realistic island geom
leads to significant differences in the coverage dependenc
the average island size as well as in the corresponding e
nentz in comparison to the point-island model. In particula
for the casei 51 we find that the average island size i
creases rapidly with coverage in both one and two dim

FIG. 12. Binned size distribution for the extended-island mo
in two dimensions and fori 53 at a coverage of 0.2.
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sions, leading to a nonzero effective value ofz, which in-
creases with increasing coverage. The increased valuez
for extended islands is due mainly to the enhancemen
coalescence due to island geometry that occurs prima
during the deposition process, rather than to the increas
the capture number with the island size. In contrast, the
fects of island geometry lead to only a small change in
scaled island-size distribution, at least at low and interme
ate coverages. However, at higher coverages coalesc
also leads to a modified size distribution and a breakdow
scaling.

We have also presented results for postdeposi
nucleation in two dimensions fori 53. In this case, not
only did the effects of island geometry lead to significa
differences in the scaling of the average island size
there were also significant differences in the island-s
distribution even at low coverages. In particular, f
the point-island case, the island-size distribution is pea
as in ordinary deposition.15 In contrast in the case o
extended islands there is no clear peak although osc
tions were observed. As already noted, these oscillati
in the size distribution are due to the existence of ma
island sizes which occur as a result of the realistic isla
geometry.

In conclusion, we have shown that island geometry pla
an important role in postdeposition nucleation and growth
particular, the use of a model with realistic island geome
leads to a significant enhancement in the average island
as well as changes in the scaled island-size distribution
sufficiently large coverage. In addition, fori 53, the inclu-
sion of the correct bonding geometry leads to signific
changes in the scaled island distribution. We expect t
these results will be useful in the interpretation of expe
ments on postdeposition island growth.
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FIG. 13. Scaled size distributions for a coverage range of
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